Purpose: The goal of any dosimeter is to be as accurate as possible when measuring absolute dose to compare with calculated dose. This limits the uncertainties associated with the dosimeter itself and allows the task of dose QA to focus on detecting errors in the treatment planning (TPS) and/or delivery systems. This work introduces enhancements to the measurement accuracy of a 3D dosimeter comprised of a helical plane of diodes in a volumetric phantom. Methods: We describe the methods and derivations of new corrections that account for repetition rate dependence, intrinsic relative sensitivity per diode, field size dependence based on the dynamic field size determination, and positional correction. Required and described is an accurate "virtual inclinometer" algorithm. The system allows for calibrating the array directly against an ion chamber signal collected with high angular resolution. These enhancements are quantitatively validated using several strategies including ion chamber measurements taken using a "blank" plastic shell mimicking the actual phantom, and comparison to high resolution dose calculations for a variety of fields: static, simple arcs, and VMAT. A number of sophisticated treatment planning algorithms were benchmarked against ion chamber measurements for their ability to handle a large air cavity in the phantom. Results: Each calibration correction is quantified and presented vs its independent variable(s). The virtual inclinometer is validated by direct comparison to the gantry angle vs time data from machine log files. The effects of the calibration are quantified and improvements are seen in the dose agreement with the ion chamber reference measurements and with the TPS calculations. These improved agreements are a result of removing prior limitations and assumptions in the calibration methodology. Average gamma analysis passing rates for VMAT plans based on the AAPM TG-119 report are 98.4 and 93.3% for the 3%/3 mm and 2%/2 mm dose-error/distance to agreement threshold criteria, respectively, with the global dose-error normalization. With the local dose-error normalization, the average passing rates are reduced to 94.6 and 85.7% for the 3%/3 mm and 2%/2 mm criteria, respectively. Some algorithms in the convolution/superposition family are not sufficiently accurate in predicting the exit dose in the presence of a 15 cm diameter air cavity. Conclusions: Introduction of the improved calibration methodology, enabled by a robust virtual inclinometer algorithm, improves the accuracy of the dosimeter's absolute dose measurements. With our treatment planning and delivery chain, gamma analysis passing rates for the VMAT plans based on the AAPM TG-119 report are expected to be above 91% and average at about 95% level for c(3%/3 mm) with the local dose-error normalization. This stringent comparison methodology is more indicative of the true VMAT system commissioning accuracy compared to the often quoted dose-error normalization to a single high value.
I. INTRODUCTION
The goal of any dosimeter is to be as accurate as possible in reporting absolute dose that is compared with the calculations, thus allowing the physicist to focus on detecting and mitigating errors in the TPS and/or the delivery system as opposed to the uncertainties associated with the dosimeter itself. By this rationale, if a dosimeter has better accuracy, it would cease to be a major source of uncertainty in dose QA. ARCCHECK (Sun Nuclear Corp, Melbourne, FL) is a 3D diode dosimeter intended primarily for commissioning and pretreatment dose verification of IMRT and volumetric modulated arc treatments (VMATs). The design of the device, particularly the geometry of its detector array, is a departure from other commercially available array dosimeters, which typically consist of one [1] [2] [3] [4] or two 5 flat detector planes. ARC-CHECK has the detectors arranged on a helical grid placed on an approximately cylindrical surface. Such an arrangement requires thorough investigation of the array calibration and performance both in terms of pure geometrical effects and physical propertied of the device. Some fundamental differences between the helical grid and a biplanar array were reported by Feygelman et al. 6 They are primarily geometrical in nature and related to the hypersensitivity of the peripherally positioned diodes to the small changes in arc parameters. Two earlier papers described methods for array calibration and application of the correction factors for the ARCCHECK, 7, 8 but in both of these papers a prototype device was studied. More importantly, certain simplifying assumptions were made that could potentially affect the dosimetric results. In particular, field size dependence of the diode sensitivity was not considered, and the calibration methodology did not consistently rely on the direct comparison with the ion chamber. While the numerical effect of those assumptions may be well hidden within the currently acceptable uncertainty of IMRT measurements, 9 it is highly desirable to develop a "reading to dose" calibration and correction formalism as accurate and representative of actual physical processes as possible.
Letourneau et al. 7 and Yan et al. 8 made an important observation regarding the relative calibration of the array, in that, the position of the diode with respect to the isocenter is of importance. However, it was assumed that the ARCCHECK, which employs the same diode detectors as its planar predecessor, MAPCHECK, should exhibit similar negligible field size dependence. 1, 2 This assumption was later refuted 6 and, as it turns out, the field size dependence has to be included into the calibration formalism. Yan et al. 8 also pointed out that Letourneau et al. 7 defined a diode response as a function of gantry angle by finding the ratio of the individual diode response to the mean of the response curve. A more traditional approach favored by Yan et al. 8 would be normalizing the diode response to the reading from an independent detector (ion chamber). However, the directional response approach of Yan et al. 8 is based on the calculations in a homogeneous phantom rather than the direct measurements. In this paper, we set out to develop a relative calibration method based on direct comparison with the ion chamber and applicable to both hollow and homogeneous configurations of the phantom.
Neither group has evaluated the possible accelerator dose rate dependence in terms of monitor units per minute (repetition rate), previously reported for the MAPCHECK. 7 This is particularly important for VMAT measurements, where the repetition rate can fluctuate widely. In this work, we determine and incorporate a repetition rate correction.
Since both papers 7, 8 emphasize the importance of correcting for the diode relative response as a function of gantry angle, both groups reported means for determination of that angle during beam delivery. Letourneau et al. 7 employed an independent physical inclinometer attached to the gantry. This requires extra set-up time in the room, as well as a radiationhard, fast commercial inclinometer which in itself may be a challenge. Yan et al. 8 took the alternative path of developing a "virtual" inclinometer based on the beam outline projection onto the phantom. In that paper, the virtual inclinometer was successfully tested with fixed-gantry IMRT beams. While the concept of virtual inclinometer is advantageous, our tests of the algorithm in the ARCCHECK software with a variety of arcs indicated suboptimal performance. In this paper, we describe a much more precise virtual inclinometer algorithm.
By coincidence, all three papers describing the agreement between the calculated and measured dose in ARCCHECK (Refs. 6-8) used the same treatment planning system (TPS)-PINNACLE (Philips Radiation Oncology Systems, Fitchburg, WI). As the device is intended for use with a variety of different TPS, it is instructive to at least briefly evaluate how accurate different algorithms, even from the family of sophisticated ones presumed to handle inhomogeneities with acceptable accuracy, 10 are in the presence of a sizable air cavity in the middle of the ARCCHECK phantom.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

II.A. General
II.A.1 ARCCHECK description
Prior publications describe the prototype 7, 8 and commercial 6 versions of the ARCCHECK. In brief, the current version features a 2D array of 1386 point detectors mounted on 22 printed circuit board (PCB) sections approximating a cylindrical surface at a distance of 10.4 cm from the center of a doughnut-shaped phantom. There are three diode columns per width of every board (Fig. 1) . The phantom has an outer diameter of 26.6 cm and an inner cavity diameter of 15.1 cm. The buildup and backscatter thickness is 2.9 cm PMMA. The diodes form a helical pattern. They are positioned 1 cm apart along both the cylindrical length and circumference. This detector pattern is designed to accomplish two goals: first, to reduce the rotational response dependence by making the detector array nearly cylindrically symmetrical; and second, to increase the apparent detector density in the beam's eye view (BEV) by shifting the exit diodes with respect to the entrance ones. An optional PMMA plug is used to eliminate the central cavity inhomogeneity when desired.
II.A.2. ARCCHECK calibration measurements
All calibration measurements, except for the absolute calibration, were performed on a Varian TrueBeam linear accelerator (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) with four photon energies (6, 10, 15 MV, and 6 MV flattening filter free). This selection of energies was useful for measuring parameters expected to be energy-dependent, most notably field size and positional dependencies. While the multienergy data are necessary for clinical implementation of the dosimeter, only the 6 MV results are reported here for conciseness. The linac can produce dose rates for a 6 MV beam from 5 to 600 MU/min.
II.A.3. Treatment planning parameters
All plans used in this study were calculated on a 2 mm dose grid. All arcs were calculated at 2 angular intervals. The primary TPS was Philips PINNACLE v. 9.0. Additional studies were also performed with CMS XiO v. 4.5 and Monaco v. 3.0 (both from Elekta CMS Software, Maryland Heights, MO) and Varian Eclipse v. 10.0. A bulk relative density of 1.147 (Ref. 11) was used to represent the PMMA phantom. All field sizes are reported as X Â Y, as defined by the IEC beam coordinate system.
II.A.4. Evaluation measurements
All verification measurements were performed on a different Varian linac-a Trilogy with a 120 leaf Millennium MLC. Unless stated otherwise, an ARCCHECK phantom with an air cavity was used for verification measurements. ARC-CHECK absolute calibration was performed on this accelerator. This follows the intended procedure where all relative calibration parameters are configured at the factory, and only absolute calibration is performed in the user's beam.
II.B. Benchmarking TPS accuracy with the ion chamber in a PMMA phantom
We have manufactured a homogeneous PMMA shell mimicking the dimensions of the ARCCHECK phantom. Longitudinal holes were drilled to place an A1SL 0.06 cm 3 ion chamber (Standard Imaging Inc., Middleton WI) at some diode locations, approximately 15 apart. The center of the chamber coincided with the diode's stated effective point of measurement (10.45 cm from the center). The shell was centered on the room lasers so that the chamber center was in the isocenter plane. The ratio of chamber reading at 180 and 0 (exit to entrance dose ratio) per 200 MU was recorded for different square filed sizes. These ratios were measured with and without the PMMA plug in place. The exit to entrance dose ratios were then calculated with Pinnacle Adaptive Convolve, XiO Convolution and Multigrid Superposition, Eclipse Analytical Anisotropic, and Monaco Monte Carlo algorithms. For the latter, the number of histories corresponded to the statistical variance of 1.5%. The difference in measured and calculated ratios was tabulated.
The same shell was used to generate circumferential relative dose profiles. The PMMA shell with inserted ion chamber was positioned on the specially constructed "rotisserie" device equipped with a stepping motor and irradiated under the continuous beam. The reference ion chamber attached to the accelerator head was used to correct for the dose rate fluctuations. Both chambers were connected to a dual-channel electrometer with a 20 Hz sampling rate (PC Electrometer, Sun Nuclear) and the ratio of ionization readings vs time was recorded on a portable computer connected to the electrometer. The readings from two full revolutions were averaged. These high angular resolution (0.5 ) data were validated and augmented by integrating ion chamber measurements at 13 points along the array circumference. Calculated profiles along the array surface were extracted on a 1 mm interpolated grid by the ARCCHECK software (v. 5.02) from the DICOM RT dose files transferred from the TPS.
II.C. Calibration formalism and procedures
II.C.1. General calibration equation
Expanding upon the methods described previously for the ARCCHECK prototype, 7, 8 the equation relating the absolute dose to the raw reading of a diode in the primary beam, at an arbitrary ith position in the phantom, is
where R i (reading) is the ith diode raw reading after background subtraction.
N ref (Gy/Reading) is the absolute dose calibration factor for a normalization (reference) diode in the array, at a known accelerator dose rate (preferably 300 MU/min). The normalization diode is the one close to the central axis, on top of the phantom in its normal measurement orientation. By choosing the calibration dose rate, we effectively assign the value of unity to the repetition rate correction (described below) for that rate. Three hundred monitor units per minute correspond approximately to the midrange of the repetition rate correction values. As a result, the error is minimized even if the correction is not applied. The absolute calibration factor is best determined by calculating the dose to the reference detector with a TPS. 6, 12 Although, in principle, the reference dose could be determined with a calibrated ion chamber replacing the diode, absolute dose measurements in PMMA with a chamber calibrated to dose to water are not straightforward. C T is a phantom temperature correction factor accounting for the possible difference between the phantom temperature at the time of calibration and measurement. This correction is relatively small and is obviated if a cross-calibration reading is taken prior to measurements. Such cross-calibration procedure typically consists of exposing the dosimeter to an arrangement of simple open beams and finding a correction factor minimizing the difference between the measured and calculated doses for a number of centrally located diodes. 6 The last four corrections will be discussed in detail, including their measurement conditions and numerical application method, following their definitions:
C RR is an array correction for the accelerator pulse repetition rates. C rel i is the diodes intrinsic sensitivity correction relative to the reference diode in the array. C 
II.D. Repetition rate correction C
RR
C
RR accounts for the change in diode response with the change in the accelerator repetition rate (monitor unit per minute) and is applied uniformly to every diode in this work, since at any given time all the diodes are exposed to the same repetition rate. Possible variations of this correction factor based on the diode position are discussed in detail in Secs. III and IV. The repetition rate effect was originally reported for the MAPCHECK array that uses the same diodes as the ARC-CHECK. 2 The correction was measured in this study by examining the average response ratio of the diodes exposed in a 40 Â 25 cm 2 field to the constant number of monitor units at different repetition rates (40 MU for the repetition rates of 5 and 10 MU/min, 100 MU for 20-600 MU/min). To account for the possible accelerator output variation with repetition rate, the diode reading was normalized by the simultaneously acquired integrated reference Farmer chamber signal. The change in the ion chamber collection efficiency was negligible (<0.1%) as measured with a standard two-voltage technique. 13 The measurements were done with and without a PMMA plug. The results were analyzed in two ways: (i) for all 1386 diodes in aggregate and (ii) for two separate groups, each limited to 254 detectors situated within 65 cm from the Y axis along the beam entrance and exit points.
To address a possibility that repetition rate correction might differ between different accelerator designs from the same manufacturer, or between different manufacturers, a comparison study was made. The additional accelerators included Varian Trilogy and Siemens Oncor (Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Inc., Malvern, PA). Published data 2 for the MAPCHECK with an Elekta SL20 accelerator was also included in comparison.
To apply the repetition rate correction, the accelerator repetition rates at the time of calibration and measurement must be known. In this work we used a simplified approach based on the average repetition rate for dynamic (open arcs and VMAT) deliveries. The average repetition rate was defined as the total monitor units divided by the total treatment time.
II.D.1. Intrinsic relative sensitivity C i rel C i rel accounts for the intrinsic sensitivity of an arbitrary diode relative to the reference detector in the array. For the two-dimensional planar arrays, these corrections are typically determined by a wide field calibration technique employing a series of measurements with array shifts and rotations, followed by a solution of a system of linear equations.
14 The ARCCHECK detector geometry and the rotisserie apparatus are conducive to separating this two-dimensional problem into a sequence of two sequential one-dimensional steps. First, the phantom was translated longitudinally in 1 cm increments under a relatively narrow beam (aperture length Y ¼ 5 cm). An integrated reading for a set number of monitor units (100) was collected for each of the diodes aligned parallel to the Y axis on top of the unit ("top" diodes), as each detector was positioned sequentially in the center of the beam. This direct procedure yields a diode with known intrinsic sensitivity relative to the normalization diode in each of the quasiaxial planes defining a single detector "ring" of 66 diodes. Strictly speaking, the helical detector pattern results in no two diodes situated exactly in any single axial plane, but the longitudinal displacements for a single ring are neglected in the wide beam. 7 Then, the phantom was rotated on a rotisserie under the continuous wide radiation beam (27 Â 25 cm 2 ) with a 10 s period. The data from two revolutions were averaged. An external reference diode attached to the gantry head was used to account for the small variations in the accelerator dose rate. ARCCHECK has a special input connector for this reference diode, which allows synchronizing the readings of the internal and external detectors. The ratio of the reading of any diode in the ring to the one previously calibrated in the translational step, when occupying the same position in the beam, relates the intrinsic sensitivity of every diode in the ring to a single "top" diode. The "top" diodes, in turn, were calibrated against the normalization diode in the translational step. Thus the C i rel value for each diode in the array in relation to the normalization diode can be easily established.
II.D.2. Field size dependence C i FS
C i
FS accounts for the changes in diode response relative to the energy-independent detector (ion chamber) with variation in field size. 15, 16 Field size correction is dependent on the position (i) of the diode relative to the beam, as the scatter conditions change around the phantom for any given beam geometry. For the same reason, the field size correction can change when the central plug is added. C i FS is defined as
where R i FS and R i 10 Â 10 are the diode readings in the arbitrary field at the ith location and in the 10 Â 10 cm 2 reference field at the same location, respectively. I i are the corresponding ion chamber readings. The field size is defined at the point of measurement.
We have previously demonstrated that the filed size correction is more pronounced in the ARCCHECK (Ref. 6 ) then in the MAPCHECK, 1,2 although both devices use the same diode. Originally, a flat-phantom model was used as an approximation for ion chamber measurements to prove the effect. 6 Now, we have refined the measurements with the cylindrical PMMA shell. Field size dependence was measured with a single diode facing toward the source (0 ), away from the source (180 ), and at three positions in between (88.8, 121.1, and 142. 6 ). The values for other angular positions were interpolated. Asymmetric Y jaws in conjunction with the collimator rotated to 90 were used to define the fields away from the 0 or 180 positions. A set of measurements was performed with and without the central plug.
Numerically, the field size value is approximated dynamically for each measurement update based on the number of directly-irradiated diodes surrounding the detector in question. This alleviates the requirement of a priori knowledge of a segment field size as described previously for a different dosimeter. 5 Given an estimated field size, an energy-specific correction from a lookup table is applied.
II.D.3. Positional correction C i pos
Finally, positional correction C i pos accounts for the intrinsic anisotropy of the diode response and the additional anisotropy introduced by the inhomogeneous phantom structure at an arbitrary angular position i. C i pos also accounts for the variation in diode response due to the different instantaneous dose rates (i.e., dose per pulse) (Ref. 17) at different locations in the phantom. It is assumed here that the measurement position of the phantom is similar to calibration. 8 While strictly speaking, a diode response is a function of its three-dimensional position, and it was demonstrated 6 that the effect of the longitudinal displacement from the central axis is negligible. The correction factor can be determined by making a measurement with the ion chamber and the same diode at two different angular locations: reference (0 ) and arbitrary ith one in question. By definition, at the reference location C 0 pos ¼ 1.0. Then, taking the ratio of doses at those two positions according to Eq. (1),
where I's are ion chamber readings at the ith and 0 positions, R's are readings for the same diode taken at those positions, and C FS 's are field size correction factors from Eq. (2), again at those two positions. The ratio of the field size corrections must be included because of the beam divergence and difference in the effective scattering volumes at various locations in the phantom.
C pos values were measured in a wide (27 Â 25 cm 2 ) beam with and without the PMMA plug.
The rotational ARCCHECK data from the intrinsic sensitivity measurements and the corresponding ion chamber data from the TPS accuracy test were synchronized by aligning the 50% intensity points on the response curves. C pos values were determined by applying Eq. (3). When different diodes on the PCB occupy the same nominal angular position, their orientations with respect to the beam are different, leading to segregation into three groups (Fig. 1) : middle (M), left lateral (LL), and right lateral (RL). In other words, the diodes are not "focused" toward the center of the phantom (insert in Fig. 1) . Consequently, C pos values were determined separately for each group using the reflection symmetries associated with each group. The three center rings out of the 21 rings along the cylinder axis were used in the analysis. The three rings provide a set of triplet detectors at any angular position. These triplets are averaged. There are 22 angular positions for each triplet in each symmetry group M, LL, and RL. The M group response curve was mirrored with respect to the sagittal plane and averaged with the original one. The LL and RL groups have a symmetry exchange across the sagittal plane, and they were mirrored and averaged accordingly, resulting in a pair of asymmetric curves that are a reflection of each other. This symmetry-based procedure helps to reduce noise and to account for minor misalignments during the measurements.
Once the positional corrections are tabulated, the gantry angle relative to the phantom angular orientation has to be known to apply them during actual measurements. To that end, we implemented a virtual inclinometer described below.
II.E. Virtual inclinometer
II.E.1. Algorithm
The prior virtual inclinometer algorithm (we will call it "VI-old") based on finding the 50% intensity lines of a divergent beam was described by Yan et al. 8 They validated the algorithm for the static IMRT beams. We have confirmed their results with the commercial software implementation, even for artificially low (1 or 2) monitor units per segment. However, the angle readings are noisy for the VMAT plans (Fig. 2 ). An alternative virtual inclinometer algorithm (we will call this "VI-new") was therefore required, and its design is described here. VI-new is currently validated only for the nominal couch angle. To describe VI-new, consider a virtual projection plane that cuts the cylindrical phantom in half (Fig. 3) . Approximately, the same configuration of detectors is positioned above and below this plane. This projection plane is used to create two dose images produced by the same beam-one of them is created by projecting the dose distribution measured by the diodes in the "upper" half of the phantom and another is related to the "lower" half. The projection is based on the known position of detectors in space, known orientation of the projection plane and estimated position of the radiation source. Beam attenuation alters the projection intensity and must be taken into account. Different experimental attenuation tables are used for different beam energies and plugged vs hollow phantom configurations. If the estimated position of the source is in coincidence with the actual position [ Fig. 3(a) ], then the two images will be very similar qualitatively, with some expected deviation due to depthdependence of scatter in phantom. If on the other hand the estimated position deviates from the real one [ Fig. 3(b) ], the two images will be substantially different. A difference between the two images as a function of beam angle a can be expressed as
where image(a) i,j is the pixel value of a given image and summation is performed for each pixel of the image. In the ideal case, when the central axis is exactly perpendicular to the projection plane [ Fig. 3(a) ], D(a) ¼ 0. In reality, we numerically search for a global minimum of D(a), which corresponds to the best estimate of the beam angle.
II.E.2. Validation
The performance of the algorithm can be easily verified by comparison with the accelerator dynamic log (dynalog) files. 18, 19 The dynalog files for dynamic arcs contain gantry angle information in 50 ms increments. The virtual inclinometer information is also updated every 50 ms. The time stamps are not synchronized, so the plot of the virtual inclinometer vs dynalog gantry angle can be randomly shifted by up to 100 ms, leading to a maximum error of approximately 0.5 at the highest gantry speed. The virtual inclinometer and dynalog data were compared for a number of simple arcs and also for a set of VMAT plans with different degree of complexity, as described later.
II.F. Dose verification measurements
II.F.1. Cross-calibration
To eliminate the effect of the accelerator output variation and some other residual uncertainties (e.g., the uncorrected temperature effect or diode sensitivity degradation between scheduled periodic recalibrations), the ARCCHECK was irradiated with a four-field box consisting of 10 Â 10 cm 2 fields. Absolute dose in the central 6 Â 6 cm 2 area was extracted and a calibration coefficient was determined to achieve best agreement between measured and calculated dose over 144 detectors, similar to the previously described method. 6 Assuming for the moment a rather high 3% random uncertainty in the individual diode calibration, using an average of 144 readings reduces the overall random error by a factor of 12 to 0.25%.
II.F.2. Agreement between ARCCHECK and calculated dose -simple open fields
With the ARCCHECK phantom centered on the lasers, 100 MUs were delivered with a series of symmetric beams ranging in size from 5 Â 5 to 27 Â 25 cm 2 , with the gantry angle at 0 . Three fields from 3 Â 3 to 5 Â 5 cm 2 in size, produced by independent Y jaws and offset laterally by 10.4 cm, were also used. In addition, a 27 Â 25 cm 2 aperture was used to create an arc spanning 356 and delivering 400 MU in 1.52 min. The difference between the measured and calculated doses was evaluated by gamma analysis in two ways: with the global maximum ["Van Dyk on" (Ref. 9)] and local dose-error normalization. Two sets of threshold criteria for gamma analysis were used: dose-error 3% with distance to agreement (DTA) 3 mm [c(3%/3 mm)], and dose-error 2% with DTA 2 mm [c(2%/2 mm)]. Thus four passing rates are reported for each plan. The couch attenuation was modeled for the arc dose calculations and all VMAT plans.
II.F.3. Agreement between ARCCHECK and calculated dose-VMAT
Four cases were planned following the methodology of AAPM TG-119 Report 9 -Multi-Target, Mock Prostate, Mock Head-and-Neck, and C-shape (Easy). 6, 20 Volumetric modulated arcs were substituted for the beam arrangements in the Report. Single-arc plans were generated for every case and additional dual-arc plans for the H&N and C-shape. 6 Ion chamber measurements in a Plastic Water Cube phantom (CIRS Inc, Norfolk, VA) indicated an average deviation from the calculated dose of 0.4 6 0.7% at one standard deviation (1 SD) across all points of interest for all plans. Point dose-error was normalized to the prescription value. 9 Gamma analysis was performed as described above, again with both global and local dose-error normalization. No measurement uncertainty was applied, unlike in TG-119, where a 3% stated dose-error criterion is effectively inflated to 4% for the MAPCHECK analysis.
III. RESULTS
III.A. Benchmarking TPS accuracy with the ion chamber in a PMMA phantom
Exit to entrance dose ratio results are presented in Table I . The differences between the measured and calculated doses in the homogeneous phantom for the field sizes up to 20 Â 20 cm 2 indicate reasonably well modeled depth doses in PMMA for all algorithms. With the air cavity, XiO Convolution and Eclipse AAA algorithms deviate from the measured values by up to 11 and 9%, respectively. A greater error in a homogeneous phantom was noted for the Pinnacle calculations for the 27 Â 25 cm 2 field. The progressive deviation trend with increased thickness of the intervening material is confirmed by a dose profile in Fig. 4 .
III.B. Calibration formalism and procedures
III.B.1. Repetition rate correction C RR
Graphs of the repetition rate correction are presented in Fig. 5 . With no plug, the ratio of reading at 10, and !20 MU/min to that at 600 MU/min were essentially the same, whether calculated for the entire diode population or separately for the entrance and exit subgroups (maximum difference of 0.2% at 10 MU/min and <0.1% above 20 MU). With the plug in place, some differences were noted at the lower repetition rates and the sensitivity ratios were plotted out separately for the entrance and exit detectors [ Fig.  5(a) ]. Comparison of repetition rate sensitivity dependence for different accelerators is presented in Fig. 5(b) .
III.B.2. Intrinsic relative sensitivity C i rel
The results of this calibration step are not presented in isolation but rather as an integral part of the overall dosimetric agreement tests below.
III.B.3. Field size dependence C i FS
Field size dependence of the diode response as a function of position and phantom configuration is presented in Fig. 6 . As expected, the largest difference between the hollow and plugged configurations is observed for the larger filed sizes, as the scattering volume increases giving rise to the low energy photons responsible for the detector over-response compared to the ion chamber. 16 
III.B.4. Positional correction C i pos
The plots of positional correction vs the detector angular position in the phantom are presented in Fig. 7 .
III.C. Virtual inclinometer validation
A typical example of a plot of the VI-new angle reading against the dynalog gantry angle as a function of time is presented in Fig. 2 . The worst case average error over the entire arc for six VMAT plans of varying complexity was À 0.5 6 0.6 (1SD). For an open arc, the worst average error was 0.4 6 0.7 .
III.D. Dose verification measurements
The gamma analysis results for the open static beams and an open arc and the VMAT plans are presented in Tables II  and III , respectively. The average repetition rates for the VMAT plans ranged from 255 to 507 MU/min, resulting in a repetition rate correction factor close to unity.
IV. DISCUSSION
IV.A. Benchmarking TPS accuracy with the ion chamber in a PMMA phantom
Calculation of dose without the plug is a nice stress test of a TPS's performance in the presence of large air-density heterogeneity. The failure of the XiO Convolution algorithm under these conditions is not surprising. 22, 23 Similar problems with the Eclipse AAA algorithm are perhaps less known but nonetheless were reported in the literature. [21] [22] [23] It must be mentioned that a new deterministic algorithm based on the solution of the Boltzmann radiation transport equation (Acuros XB) was recently implemented in Eclipse. [24] [25] [26] [27] We did not have an opportunity to evaluate this algorithm with the ARCCHECK. The closest indication of its performance with a hollow phantom was reported by Bush et al. 24 They compared the new algorithm with Monte Carlo (MC) simulations on a unit density rectangular phantom containing a 10 cm air cavity. Acuros XB was found to be in agreement with MC within the calculation uncertainty, while with AAA, an underestimate of secondary dose buildup of 8%-45% was observed. While verification is certainly needed, this is a good indication that Acuros XB would be sufficiently accurate with a hollow ARCCHECK phantom.
The rest of the algorithms studied in this work demonstrated adequate agreement for the field sizes up to 20 Â 20 cm 2 . It is therefore prudent to use the PMMA plug when calculating ARCCHECK QA plans with the AAA algorithm in Eclipse and to use Superposition algorithm in XiO. The effect of the incorrect exit dose is somewhat mitigated by the fact that it contributes roughly one-third to the composite sum of the entrance and exit doses, assuming a diode is irradiated by opposing beams.
The data show progressively increasing disagreement between the measured and calculated (Pinnacle) PDDs in a solid PMMA phantom for the largest field size. Examination of the TPS model data in water revealed no excessive PDD disagreement for the entire range of filed sizes (<1% local error). The results were confirmed in a different PMMA shell phantom with a different ion chamber (Wellhofer IC13, IBA dosimetry, Bartlett, TN). Also, we previously noted no such disagreement when using the A1SL chamber in a cylindrical 30 cm diameter Solid Water phantom. 6 This large-field PDD error has limited practical implications for the use of ARC-CHECK, as the device is primarily intended for measurements of the segmented beams.
The relative dose profile agreement with Pinnacle for the hollow phantom is generally good, under 0.5%, but the error rises above 1% in a 615 interval, peaking at 2.5% around $135
(the minimum single X jaw opening to irradiate a diode at this position would be 6.9 cm). These results were as well confirmed on a different accelerator and with a different phantom/chamber combination as described above. We attribute it to the ray lines being nearly tangential to the air cavity circumference. This introduces additional uncertainty in comparing the measured and calculated doses for the detectors in that region.
IV.B. Calibration formalism and procedures
IV.B.1. Intrinsic relative sensitivity C i rel
The direct translational calibration procedure in a narrow beam reduced the error at the edges of the array along the Y axis by about 1.0% compared to the current method used for commercial units, wherein the top diodes are calibrated with the wide field procedure. 14 The only requirement for the sequential narrow-beam procedure is the stable beam output on the central axis. In our case, the accelerator was stable to better than 0.1%. The narrow-beam procedure does not require additional side scatter to properly equalize the response of the peripheral detectors. 28, 30 IV.B.2. Repetition rate correction C RR Nowadays, detector sensitivity to the accelerator repetition rate is more important than before 2 because within VMAT treatments, the dose rate may vary substantially. For repetition rates of 40 MU/min and up, the standard deviation of the corresponding correction factors for all individual ARC-CHECK diodes in a hollow phantom configuration does not exceed 0.3%, and is below 0.1% above 200 MU/min. With no difference between the entrance and exit diode groups, application of a single average correction factor is justified. Since the magnitude of the correction is relatively small, particularly when the unit is calibrated at 300 MU/min, in this work, we applied the dose rate correction based on the calculated average dose rate. All subsequent dosimetric verification measurements that depend on this correction were performed with a hollow phantom. At first glance, it would seem that the situation becomes complicated when the plug is used, as the entrance and exit dependencies diverge somewhat (Fig. 5) , with the former being closer to the hollow phantom and the latter essentially flat. However, with the plug in place and a 6 MV beam, the exit dose is small in comparison with the entrance dose ($one-third) and it is therefore advisable to use the entrance side correction values for the whole phantom. This strategy introduces an additional uncertainty of only 0.25% at the repetition rate of 20 MU/min and less than 0.1% above 60 MU/min. These errors would be negligible in practice, especially weighted against the gains in accuracy of the higher (entrance) doses.
The diode sensitivity variation with the linac repetition rate was reported before by Letourneau et al.
2 Their sensitivity ratio between 50 and 600 MU/min (0.984) for a single MAPCHECK diode measured with an Elekta SL20 accelerator compares favorably with our average ARCCHECK value of 0.987. The same small difference of 0.3% is seen between There is a clear difference between the positional correction values around 180 with and without the plug. The amount of scatter, and consequently the necessary field size correction, reaches its maximum at the bottom of the homogeneous phantom. Since the "lateral" curves were made mirror images of each other, only one is shown for clarity for each phantom configuration. The "lateral" curves are asymmetric and differ from the symmetric "middle" curves. The complex behavior of the plots at 90 and 270 is similar for both plugged and hollow configurations. Based on visual inspection of the drawings and the CT scan of the phantom, those are attributable to the intrinsic structure of the PCB boards and air cavities around them. The 1.5% spike seen at $225
(and its omitted mirror image at $135 ) for the "lateral" diodes in the hollow phantom has to be attributed to the air cavity, as the irregularities disappear when the plug is inserted. It is not clear, however, whether the curve shape abnormality is real or caused by directly comparing readings of the different size detectors in the high gradient area. Absent clear evidence to the contrary, we chose to use the unaltered experimental values. The effect is relatively small both in magnitude and in number of diodes affected in any given beam orientation.
The dosimetric verification data presented below confirm that the average positional corrections measured around the center of the phantom are valid throughout the entire length of the device. In addition, it was also confirmed by direct ion chamber measurements at a position 7.5 cm off-axis in the longitudinal direction.
It is worth noting that the positional corrections include as a subcomponent what is commonly called "angular" or "anisotropy" corrections. Regarding the diode detectors studied here, Jursinic et al. 29 have quantified the angular dependence of the planar diode array, which shares some qualitative characteristics of angular dependence with the helical one, but is inherently different due to the different phantom configurations.
IV.C. Virtual inclinometer validation
The difference function D(a) has a rather sharp global minimum and is therefore not sensitive to the decrease in signal to noise ratio (SNR) during the low repetition rate portions of VMAT deliveries. These drops in SNR greatly affects the VI-old, 50% intensity projection algorithm (Fig. 2) . In addition, the accuracy of the old VI depends on the beam aperture size and shape and is reduced when the central plug is not used. If the beam cross-section is larger than the array, the 50% intensity points cannot be found and the algorithm fails. The new VI algorithm is robust and capable of sufficient accuracy, comparable to a physical inclinometer used with the ARCCHECK prototype previously, 7 or to the expected gantry angle tolerance of a typical linear accelerator. While the algorithm is formally validated only for the nominal couch angle, preliminary data suggest that some couch kick can be accommodated. A good agreement is seen for all static symmetrical beams at the c(2%/2 mm) level with local dose-error percent normalization, which is more stringent than the global percent difference method traditionally used for TPS commissioning. 9, 30 Over 95% of the detector-measured absolute dose points in the open 27 Â 25 cm 2 field are within 2% (local) or 2 mm of the TPS dose. When analyzed with the same criterion used by Letourneau et al.
7
-straight 2% doseerror or 1 mm DTA without gamma analysis 31 -the passing rate for the wide open field is essentially the same as in that work, at 91%. This level of agreement would be considered satisfactory for Pinnacle under ideal measurement conditions, i.e., single ion chamber measurements in the water phantom. 30, 32 It is as good as could be reasonably expected for a nonrectangular, PMMA, heterogeneous phantom with multiple detectors. The errors tend to be localized in the angular interval where the Pinnacle calculations disagree with the ion chamber by 1.5 to 2.5%. When compared to the XiO Superposition data, the deviation from the ion chamber increases by another 2%. In the absence of clear evidence to the contrary, it is prudent to rely on the experimental data for calibration. This dose-difference will ultimately have to be resolved by Monte Carlo calculations. In the meantime, the dose agreement with the TPS for an open filed is reduced because the number of detector are deliberately calibrated not to agree with the TPS. As a point of reference, both commercial 3D diode arrays have a small area of increased measurement uncertainty. For the DELTA4, an additional uncertainty of >2% exists within 65 angular intervals centered on the detector boards. 12 The practical effect of those errors was shown to be negligible. 12 For the ARCCHECK, with the full wide open arc, which is more representative of the intended use of the device, the overall effect of the dosimetric error diminishes even further (Table II) . 88.8% of the detectors are within 1% (local dose-error) of the calculated dose for the open arc, in addition to the 100% c(2%/2 mm) (local dose-error) passing rate. This is in contrast to the original data from the commercial unit with no angular and field size corrections, where no diode agreed with the calculated absolute dose to within 2% (global dose-error). 6 Yan et al. 8 reported excellent agreement (100% at the 1% dose-error level) between measured and calculated dose for a similar wide field. It was not specified if the dose-error normalization was global or local. But more importantly, their results are applicable only to the homogeneous phantom, where better dosimetric agreement is typically expected, and the angular response correction is based on the "true dose profile" extracted from the TPS. An agreement with the TPS is thus forced. We chose to accept a higher deviation from the TPS in favor of using the ion chamber data as the gold standard.
IV.D.2. Agreement between ARCCHECK and calculated dose -VMAT
Unlike with the wide open fields, the average global passing rates has shown little difference compared to the previously reported results for the same plans. 6 This is consistent with our previous ozbservation 6 that the plans in question use relatively small field sizes, for which absence of the (small) positional corrections did not appreciably influence the passing rates. Passing rates in the range of 91.8%-97.3% (average 94.6%) were achieved or the local dose-error c(3%/ 3 mm) analysis. We believe that local agreement is a superior indicator of the TPS accuracy, although the de-facto standard practice is to normalize dose-error to the global maximum. 9, 30, 33 The goal to reliably achieve >90% passing rates for the local c(2%/2 mm) criterion so far remains elusive. An average rate of 85.7% was obtained. Comparison of the passing rates for open and VMAT fields clearly indicates the deterioration of agreement for the modulated beams, particularly with the 2% local dose-error criterion.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A comprehensive, robust calibration system was developed and validated for the commercial ARCCHECK helical diode array to improve the accuracy of its reported dose measurements. The system allows for calibrating the array directly against an ion chamber signal collected with high angular resolution. A robust novel virtual inclinometer with 0.5 angular accuracy complements this positional calibration system. In the single wide field, 95% of the measured absolute dose points pass the c (2%/2 mm) test with the local dose-error. This is close to what one may reasonably expect for TPS commissioning under the ideal conditions (i.e., ion chamber measurements in the water phantom) and is a very good agreement for a heterogeneous cylindrical phantom with multiple diode detectors. The errors tend to be located in relatively small angular intervals around 135 and 225 . Those errors mimic the ion chamber dose deviation from the TPS calculation, as the array was calibrated to directly follow the ion chamber. Further study is needed to determine with certainty if the error is primarily due to the calculation (e.g., scatter from the wall nearly parallel to the beam) or measurement (e.g., ion chamber volume averaging) uncertainty. The practical effect of these errors is reduced by a factor of 3 when a sum of exit and entrance dose is considered. As a result, 88.8% of the detectors are within 1% (local dose-error) of the calculated dose for a wide open full arc and 100% are within 2%. The VMAT plans based on the TG-119 objectives show average passing rates in excess of 90% for both globally normalized c(2%/2 mm) and local c(3%/3 mm). However, the goal of using some of the more stringent criteria while still maintaining passing rates consistently above 90% proved still elusive in our setup. Some TPS algorithms, notably Eclipse AAA, are not sufficiently accurate in the presence of the large air cavity. It is recommended to use the homogeneous phantom with those. 
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